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1. INTRODUCTION
Presently, a great progress has been reached In the description of the properties (mass spectrum, decay width) of hadrons
with heavy quarks and also of their production mechanisms. The
best agreement with experiment has been achieved in describing,
within the frames of the potential models, the properties of heavy
onla (QQ): J/ф- and T-Iamillea/1'. In the potential model the
whole flavour-dependence of Q-quarks is determined by their mass
and the potential parameters fitting while describing the masses
and widths of (QQ)-families. Therefore, the consideration of the
mesons, consisting of quarks of different flavours (be, bl,
&,...) will be quite natural In this case. Very interesting are
the predictions for the lightest family of B c (be or Бс)-тезопа
because the В„ holds the "lntennedlete" position between J/фand T-familles''2"5''. Consequently, the accuracy in predicting the
B_-meson properties is actually determined by that of describing
J/ф- and r-families, in which no need to introduce new parameters
arises. Therefore the observation and study of the properties of
the Bc-mesons is a very good test to verify of the applicability
of the potential approach for the description of heavy onia.
In contrast with the J/ф- and T-families, В„-тезопз have no annihilation decay channels (of the QQ " gg(ggg) •* hadrons type),
and after emitting 7-quanta or light mesons they transform into a
В (CT)-meson which, in its tur... decays weakly. A specific feature
of the B o decays is the precsnee of either usual B(bu, bd, bs)-mesons or D-mesons /6/ , as well as of J/ф, TJ , % mesons / 7 / among the
decay products. An Interesting thing about these decay channels .Is

that the probability of the D c -» J/ф X decay may be large, £ 15%.
Such a decay may be a trigger In the search for B c -mesons /T • a/ .
The description of B_-meson production In various Interactions
also of some interest. The most definite estimates have been obtained In e+e~-annJJillatlon/9'/, In vN-colllsions/1o/ and in the
B c B c pair production In hadron collisions''11/. The minimal number
of Bc-raeson production events la expected In v (or v) beams. Рог
example, for the generally accepted number of v(v)N-colllaions,
~ 1O 6 (1O 7 ) per year, only a small number of В -mesons, «10(100),
will be produced. The largest number of these events is expected
to occure In hadron-hadron interactions because (o(B )/о(ЬБ)~10~3)
О

but the separation of B c 's againts the background of usual hadrons
must be a problem hardly manageable. Therefore the search for B c mesons 1л e+e"-annlhllatlon will be the most realistic. For
example, one may expect up to 500 B c 's produced In the of
Z°-bo3ons peak for the total statistics of ~1O 6 Z°.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is concerned with
spectroscopy of В„-тевопв; Section 3 presents the calculation of
the widths of radiation transitions In Bc-family; Section 4
considers the weak decays of Вс-тезопа; the total and differential
cross-sections for the В„"-тезоп production In different
interactions are given In Section 5; the results obtained are
summarised in Section 6.
2. Bc-MESON SPECTROSCOPy
As noted above, a meson consisting of quarks b and с (or Б snd
c), takes an "Intermediate" state between J/ф and T. Consequently,
it is natural to use the potential model for describing В -mesons.
The mass spectrum of (be)-system was calculated i n / Z i 3 * 5 / ,
where the quark-type-dependent potentials were used. However,
these potentials demand the extrapolation of their parameters into
the (be) family region, which introduces uncertainties into theoretical predictions. So, it is preferable to use a potential
independent of the quark type. These calculations were made in our
погк/л/, in which we used Martin's potential' 12/ :
V(r) = -8.064 + 5.869 г 0 ' 1 ,
(1)

where all parameters are In GeV. The values of c- and b-quark masses were put to be
m c = 1.8 GeV, n^ = 5.174 GeV,

(2)

respectively''12/.
Solving the Schrodlnger equation with potential (1) and parameters (2), we obtain the B Q mass spectrum and ths characteristics
of the wave functions Ш(0) and Ф'(0) given 1л Tables 1 and 2, respectively''4'^.
Table 1. The шаввев of Bo-mesons oaloulated using different potentiale (* are the level masses, oaloulated without relativistio corrections).
State
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

S•
S '
S «
P<
P '
P<
D«
D *t
D*

[41

t2]

6.301
6,893
7.237
6.728
7.122
7.395
7.008
7-308
7.532

6.315
7.009

[5]

[3]

6.735
7.021

-

7.145

6.246

6.243

6.27

6.319

6.863

6.969

6.85

6.884

6.329

6.339

6.34

6.370

6.903

7.022

6.89

6.907

6.645

6.697

1'»,

6.682

6.719

1'p.

6.741

6.740

6.760

6.750

2

4
3

1 S,
3

2 S,

3

1 P,

6.76
6.77

6.784

Table 2. Wave funotione oharaoteristioB Ф(0) and Ш'(0) obtained
from the Sohrodinger equation using potential (1).
nS

1S
2S

Ф(0),

QeV 3/2

0.369
0.275

nP

«•(0). QeV 572

1P
2P

0.157
0.158

Note, that using of 9?1S(O) (see Table 2 ) , one can calculate the
/4/
constant f B of Bc(0~)-meson weak decay
с

Г_ = У&/М Ф(0) = 360 MeV,
ос

(3)

which is in agreement with estimates obtained by other methods,
/13/
for Instance, that l n
, where f_ =350 MeV. Basically, the constant f o and, consequently, Ф(0) can be measured in the decay В„ -»
•* T V , (see Section 4 ) .
To take into account spin-orbital and spin-spin interactions
leading to the splitting of nL-levels (n is the main quantum
number, L is the orbital momentum) one has to introduce, following
the results from / 2 / . the supplement to potential (1) in the form

+

3 a s m ^ (3(8,11)(8^) - S ^ ) L , n = г/г.

(4)

Here V(r) is the quark-confining phenomenological potential (1);
the first term takes into account the relativistic corrections to
potential V(r); the second, third and fourth terms are the perturbation theory corrections arising when taking into account onegluon exchange between quarks b and c, a s is an effective gluonquark coupling constant in (be).
A detailed discussion of these calculations can be found
/2t4/
in
. The final results are shown in Table 1 and Pig.1. As one
can see (from Table 1 and Fig.1) there is a larger number of
levels (-V15), lying below the threshold of B- and D-mesona production.
In Table 1 we also show the results of (be) mass spectrum calculations, using other potentials'^2'3 •5/. As one can see from
Table 1, the calculated mass spectra are close enough to each
other. This is naturally explained by the fact that all potentials
used, describe fairly well J/ф- and T-families, and Bo-family
occupies an "intermediate" state between them. Note, however, that
predictions for the states lying a little above the threshold of

+

the decay into B D°(B°D~) mesons, can, In principle, tssted
/4/
+
in experiment quite reliably . For instance, the state 2
(see Pig.1) has the mass 7.143 GeV, which is 1-2 MeV exceeding the
+
threshold (Mth=7.142 GeV). So, the state 2 will decay into
low-lying B^-atates with 7 emission. But, a small increased the
+
mass of 2 "will cause the sharp Increase of its probability to
decay into the BD-channel (see Section 3 ) . The same prediction
follows for the states from the 1D level.
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Pig. 1. Bc-meson state mass epeotrum.
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3. ELECTROMAGNETIC TRANSITIONS IN B Q FAMILY
Аз differed from "symmetrical" onia
(<1/ф(сс) and T(bb")),
В mesons have no annihilation decay channels due to QCD and
electromagnetic interactions. So mesons lying below В and D-mesons
production threshold will decay into CT(1S)-state with emission of
7-quanta or light mesons.
Formulae for the radiation transitions have the fonn / 4 /
Г(пР - n 3 S + T ) = g aa^ ff (j 3 l 2 q,

(5)

Г(п 3 5, - (n - 1 )Pj + 7) =27 aG 2 a ,,u 3 I 2 q(2J + 1 ) ,
where со is photon energy, a is a fine structure constant, q Is the
probability that spin Is S=1 In the state nP.,, for four states 1P
with the growth of their masses we have q=1; 0.5; 0.9; 1. The quantity I is expressed through radial wave functions
I = |.f IL(r)Ro(r)r3dr|
and for the transition 2S -> 1P and 1P -* 1S we have
I(2S, 1P) = 2.02 GeV"2, I(1P, 1S) = 1.56 GeV~2,
Q
e

f f - < m i a 2 - W ' ^ i+ V '

where m.and Q.are mass and electrical charge of the I-th quark.
For В„ system with parameters from (2) one obtains Q .,=0.41. For
С
Hinnlo

тпогто + Ч r* tPQna'l t i n n a

/1 л /
wo "hotro' ' **'

Q± л.

3

1

where we consider the space wave functions of S 1 and S states
to be ldenticaly, and
и

_ 1 / 9 (a/Z>m m ^ СП m

_ П m^

U l l ^

In Table 3 .

4 . t-AS-A.-1-U* U ^.Ч^Л Л

UXU11U± UAU11U

•

Table 3. Radiation transition width in 5

(w

ie the T quantum energy}.
2S -* 1 P j T

1Pj - 1 S j T
ш т , GeV
+

2
^'

0.441
0.413
0.363
0.326

0+

family

Г, keV

113.0
93-0
63.0
46.0

(i) T , Ge7

Г, JceV

0.143
0.161
0.221
0.258

11.0
2.3
19.3
12.6

T.KtV

io1

icr3

Н7.1ЧЗ)
?.!S

7.15 7.W

7.1? 7.14 719 7.2

Pig. 2. Behaviour of width Г(2Р(2 + ) -• 2S+7) and Г(2+-»ВС) vereue
2 3 P 2 ~8tate шавв.

Note, that Гог 2P(2+)-state lying below the threshold of В and
D-meaons production the width of electromagnetic transition into
2S-state is equal to Г(2 3 Р 2 -• 2 S + T ) = 5 0 keV, which appears to _be
much larger than the decay width into mesons (Г(2 3 Р 2 -» BD)=
0.6 k e V / 4 / ) . However, as was noted in Section 2, ever small
increase of 2 + mass leads to a sharp increase of the width of
2 + - BD (see Pig.2).
So, knowing the potential, describing J/(J>- and T-families, we
predict the mass spectrum and widths of transition of
В (bc)-family, without introducing new parameters. And the accuracy of our predictions is the same as for J/(|b and T-families. Therefore, the observation of В -mesons and study of their properties
is a very good test of the applicability of the potential approach
to the description of heavy onia.
3

1

4. WEAK DECAYS OF BC-MESONS
The total width of Bc(0~)-meson is detennlned by decays of
b(c spectator)-quark, c(b spectator)-quark and "annihilation"
channels: В -» W -» Iv (cs, ud,...) (see Pig.3), i.e.,
Г(В„ -» X) = Г(Ь -» X) + Г(с - X) + r(annihil).

l(s,A)

Fig. 3. Diagrams describing of weak deoay В -• anything.
The formulae for the widths of b and с quark decays are well
known (see, for e x a m p l e / 6 * 1 5 / ) . Рог the case of the annihilation
channel its width is equal /17/ to

8

Г(В с - ab) = С g | !V b c i 2 f| ^ m2(1 - m2/*2, ) 2 ,

(7)

where ab=(Zv) or ( q ^ ) ; 0=1 (3) for leptons (quarks); m la the
таза of massive fermlon (when the second fermlon Is massless); V.
Ъо
1з a KM matrix element 7 1 8 / .
In Table 4 the numerical values of respective contrlbutlona to
the total width of В„-теэоп for different masses of b- and
с-quarks are shown.
Table 4. Width of the В -meson weak decays, the masses are
given in GeV, width in 1 0 1 0 s~ 1 .

1.4
1.7

4.6
4.9

ъ

гс

124.2
161.1

115.8
311.9

г

%
4.1
4.1

7.5
11.1

tot
252.0
489.0

Since Bc-meson decays are determined primarily by b- and
c-quark decays, the following two groups will be singled out among
the final states:
В

-> bsqq

(c decay) ™

and
ccqq

(b decay) ~50*.

Fig. 4. Diagrame describing of weak "annihilation" deoaye of В„
and D -тевопв.
The last channel is very interesting, since a (cc)-pair of charmed
quarks can produce a bound state of the type J/ф, r\ , % ,••• (see
Pig. 4 ) .

/6 8/

In
the partial widths of various channels of В -decay were
calculated in the frame of the spectator model. In particular, the
/7#8/
B c - фХ (X=Zv, p, тс, all)
decay was studied in detail. The
results of calculations are presented in Table 5. As one can see,
the probability of В с «фХ decay, $15%, is lai^ger than the one for
/18/
the decay of usual beauty B-mesons (~1% ). This allows to use
J/ф as a trigger to search for Bc-meson production (see below).
Table 5. Partial width of some weak
deoaye of Вс-тевопв (the
width is in 1 0 1 0 s " 1 ) .
/7.а/

V

г

-* <Juv
-» фОБ
-» фтс +

- ФР
-> фХ

+

2+13
1.5+5
2+8
0.45+3
1.8+5

а+зз

/б/

г

0.3+4.1
—
0.005+0.07
0.07+1.0
0.5+7-0

Among the weak decays of
Bc-mesons it is worth to
note the Importance of "annihilation" decay channels
(see Pig.4). The most reliable is the prediction for
В -»tv decay, which equals
-2Ж (see Table 4 ) . It is
this decay In which one can
measure directly the f o ,or

ф(0), whose value is predicted in the potential model (see (3)). The hadronic channels of annihilation decays can
make up about 3+5Ж. The final states such as D ф and Ш are typical among them. The estimate of their probabilities can be
obtained from the experimentally measured probability for the D0-»
-фК° decay (see Pig.4)
T(D° -» К°ф)
Г(В С
<* 0.5 with m
(8)
GeV.
сз)
Г(Б° -» аи)
Г(В
So, we obtain Br(B->D

.5*2)%.

5. BC-MESON PRODUCTION
The cross-section of the Bc-meson production will obviously be
suppressed considerably in comparison with that of beauty (and
chaini) hadron production. This small cross-section embarrasses
their search and study against usual hadronic background. We propose a few triggers for Bc-meson production /8/ :
a) hard 7-quanta (E „ 100 MeV in the B o rest frame), weak decay vertex and a noticeable partile track;
10

b) <J/i|}-particle Inclusive production with high p t due to Bc-»
-J/фХ decay;
c) J/ijh-partlcle production with high transverse momentum In
respect to the b-quark Jet.
The set of such triggers Is explained by the following reasonings. B^-particles have no annihilation channels of decay Into
gluons, so, as mentioned above, all states lying below the threshold of the decay into B- and D-mesons will transit into the lowest states with emission of 7-quanta or light mesons (see Section 3 ) . Hence, the bc-system will transit into the СГ-state, which
will weakly decay, i.e., with a noticeable decay pass of changed
В -meson. This, the detection of a hard photon (as a result of
B c (2S) -» T B ( 1 S ) -* 777•••decays) and the vertex of weak decay can
serve an Indication of Bc-meson production.
One of the characteristic properties of В (0~) is a large decay
probability Вг(В -к|)Х)«15% (Table 5 ) . Therefore В -mesons make a
C

С

С

large contribution into the production of J/ф with p t >5 GeV (see
below).

Pig. 5. The J/ii)-partiole spectrum against their transverse momenta in the deoay В -»фХ.

11

Since B c mass Is 6.2 GeV and exceeds that of a usual B-meson
(1^=5.2 GeV), J/(|bparticles from В decay can have the transverse
momentum kt>1.5 GeV (Fig.5) w.r.t b-quark Jet not allowed by the
kinematics of usual B-meson's decay.
5.1. Bc-Meson Production 1л e+e~-imlhllation
In e+e~-annihllatlon, b- and c-quarK production can be due to
production of the bo" (cc)-pair with "cathing" a pair of heavy
quarks from the quark sea (see Plg.6). In this case, the Inclusive
cross-section for Bc(bc)-meaon production can be estimated as follows' 4 / :
a(B X) = K(bc

(9)

where K(bc-*Bo) is the probability that b- and c- quarks will go
Into Bc-meson (we assume K=0.1); A. is the probability of catching
a quark from the sea; O" c(b) is the cross-section for c(b)-quark
production. The quantity \c is unknown, and only experimental limitations exist on A / 1 9 /
\

< 0.04.

(10)

Pig. 6. Diagrams describing Вc -meson production in e + e -annihilation.
Assume the probability of catching a quark from the sea to be
Inversly proportional to a quark mass squared, then one obtains
from (10)
ч2ч

< 0.004.
(11)
Putting the estimates for \, \c and К Into (9) we obtain the following limitations'^:

12

В Х)/о(е + е" - hadrona)

o(e+e~

c_
+

В В )/о(е е"

< 5 < Ю"

+ hadrons) < 5 И 0Г

4

(12)

5

The cross-section for Bc-meson production estimated within the
frames of the perturbative QCD / 9 / yields also o B /o
/o h =
=10~ 4 , which
B

h

с possibility of
ai^gees with (12). The values obtained give us the
+
searching Bc-mesons in e e " annihilation. The study of B c In the
Z°-boson peak seems to be the most attractive, where having the
statistics of 106of Z°'s/year one may expect up to 500 events of
В -meson production.
5.2. Вс-Мевоп Production 1л Hadronlc Collisions
The cross-section of В -meson production In hadron collisions
can be estimated as In the case of e + e~-annlhllation / 4 t 8 /
o(hh - B o X) = K(bc -» В с )[\ с о(ЬБХ) + ^(ссХ)]!,, > 2 „
1
QQ

, (13)
S

where the parameters К and \ are determined above (see (9)). The
estimations of the relevant cross-sections are given In Table 6.
Table 6. The total

оговв-seotione

for Вс~тевоп production in

pp-soattering at different energies and the secondary
J/qj-partiole оговв-seotionB from В„ decays (the J/ф
transverse momentum, ie p.>5 GeV). The оговв-seotion
is given in nb, the energy - in GeV.

Уз, GeV

а(ь-в )
о

.75
1800
6000

0.024
30
160

о(о-в с )
0.008
8.0
50

a(b-»B -»Ф)

а(Ъ-»В-»ф)

0.0008
0.8
4.6

0.02
20
100

To estimate the Inclusive spectra and cross-sections for
В -meson production in the framework of the parton model and QOD
one should know the differential cross-sections for the subprocesses at the parton level: gg-»Bc5c, qq-*Bcb"c. Such calculations were
made l n / 1 1 / , where the formulae for the cross-sections of the subprocesses qq-»BcBc (see Fig.7) were obtained. In this work it was
obtained / 1 1 / , that
o(pp - B O (1~)B O (1")X) = 10+20 pb at /s = 100 GeV.
13

Fig. 7. Diagrams describing quark-antiquark annihiation into В„meson pair.
In / 8 / to estimate the total and differential Inclusive crosssections of В -meson production in pp-collisions the phenomenological model of the heavy quark fragmentation into hadrons was
used. This model describes quite accurately B- and D-meson production, without the leading component caused by the interaction of
heavy quarks with the valence ones from incident hadrons (see,
e . g . / 2 0 / ) . In such an approach, the fragmentation function of the
1-th quark into meson, consisting of 1- and J-quarks, has the
fonn/a/
-• В )Nz *(1-г)

3

where Л. and К were determined in (9); a± is the leading Regge trajectory intercept, connected with the quark of the i-type;7=1+1.5;

- а±).

N = Г(2

u

With a,»-(2-8-2.5), (^=-(8+9) one obtains /8/
(z) = 6435 A. Kz 8 (1-z) 4
(14)

858
In Fig.8 the behaviour of fragmentation functions c-»D, c-*Bc,
b-»3,b-»Bc is shown. With the help of the fragmentation functions
ths inclusive spectrum of Bc-meson, produced In b- and c-quark
fragmentation, can be presented in the f o r m / 8 t 2 1 /

do

з
e/x1

dt

where (E, p)is the meson momentum; summation is carried out over
the types of partons, whose interaction leads to the production of
Q-quarks. The cross-section for the Q-quark production do/dt, is
calculated in the Q 0 D / 2 2 / :
L(x 1 f i 2 ) = i l f(x 1 )x 2 f(x 2 ),
x 1 2 are momentum fractions carried by partons from the incident
hadrons h, and hg. f(x) is the distribution of these partons in
the relevant hadrons (see Pig.9). Kinematioal variables h,, ц and
г were determined mc f
6-

g
The Q-quark pixiduotion
ргооевв in noattering.of
hadrons h 1 and h^ with
the following
Q-quark
fragmentation into meson.

The fragmentation
funotions
D(z) for the ргооеввев: 1 o-*D,
2 - o-*Bo,
3 - b-»B,
4 - bB

15

a)

8)

10

GeV

Pig. 10. The В -meson production spectra at -/5=75 GeV; 1 - the
oonti'ibution from o-quark fragmentation; 2 - the contribution
from b-quark fragmentation; a) - do/dx, b) (Vi/Z) (do/dp-.).
T
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Pig. 11. The Bc-meeon produotion spectra at different energies:
a) and b) at Vs=1800 GeV, o) and d) at /5=6000 GeV.
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As It was mentioned above, В„-тезоп Is produced as a result of
fragmentation of c- and b-quarka. In Fig.10 and Pig.11 we present
the production spectra for B_-meson at Va=75 GeV (for the 1 Ж fixed target) separately for b"and с quark fragmentatlon /8/ . As Is
seen, the fragmentation of b-quark yields a harger spectrum for В„
as compared with c-quark fragmentation both In the distribution
over x=2p,/Vs and over В transverse momentum.
r

l

с

The detection of the JAJ>-particles from B c decay can be a
trigger for Bc-meson production. With the help of functions (14)
and J/ф distribution from В decay one can calculate the "cascade"
fragmentation function of b- or c-quarks into J/ф-тезоп (see,
Fig.i2 / 8 / ). As one can see from Fig.12, the form of fragmentation
functions b-»B -«J/ф and b-*B-»J/i|> is practically the same (to an
accuracy of ~10Ж). Therefore, the spectra of secondary J/ф from
B c - and B-mesons In hadron collisions should coincide. In order to
extract B c one must Impose additional requirements. It can be the
requirement of the presence of 7 from B* decays, or taking into
account the distributions of JAJbpartlcles on their transverse
momentum k + In of b-quark jet / 8 / .
In Fig.13, the spectra do/dp t of secondary JAp-particles from
В -meson are shown.
4.3. В„ Meson Production in Neutrlno-Hadron Interactions
BQ~Meaon Production in the Vector Meaon Dominance Model
Let us consider the production of particles containing b- and
c-quarks In neutrino (or antlneutrlno) beams In the processes with
vector B_-meson exchange in t-channel (Flg.U). A coupling of В„
with lepton current I a has the form / 2 3 /
L = (G/y2)M 2 BV a I a ,
where G is a Perm constant, M is the B c mass, V a is B c vector
field, В is the constant of the coupling of lepton current
with В -meson. One can express this parameter through the value of
the В wave function:
с

В = 2V5l<D(0)! iV b o iir 3 / 2 ,
with V b c =o.45 / 1 8 / one obtains B 2 =1.6-1O~ 5 . For the cross-section
of the process vN-»u.+bcX we have / 2 3 /
18
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Pig. 12. The cascade fragmentation functions D(z) of b-quark into
J/ф-шевоп for processes: 1 - b-»B ~«\>lv, 2 - Ь-»В-»фХ, 3 - b-»
-B
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13. The secondary J/ij>-partiole spectra do/dp. at different
energies: a) /5=75 GeV, b) /5=1800 GeV, o) Vs=6OOO GeV.
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-M.
dq 2 dW 2
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(M2-q2) (W2-q2)'

14- Diagrams describing
b and о quarks production in reaction
vN-»boX
in parton
model.
3

'

(16)

where W 2 Is the invariant таза squared of the final hadrons q 2 Is
the transverse momentum squared. The cross-section of the reaction
В N-*bcX for virtual В with momentum q (q?<0) has the form
o B yq 2 <0) = Ogy

(17)

To estimate Og ^ we shall suppose two variants:
с
tot

°вtot
он

( М ф / М в >'

Using the estimate for the total JAJiN-interaction cross-section
а*°*=1.26+0.2 mb we will obtain
f 0.62
0.62 ±± 0.1
0. mb

a t o t =\
B

c

N

Assuming B c N

get

/24/

(18)

[ 0.31 ± 0.05 mb
scattering to be of a diffractive

, for elastic 8JI scattering cross-section

where b=2 GeV"2, then
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type, one may

5 11 5

9

* Л 9.5
- ±-1.5 ubUb

(19)

c N 1 2.3 t 0.7
Integration of (16) gives for the total (bc)-system production
cross-section
2

4

2

2

о = (3G M B /8ic )o B

N

сс

f(xo),

x =

/s

с

(20)

'

where
f(i) = -(1 - 2i + ^/Z)lvx - (1 - i)(9 + 5i
The total and elastic cross-sections for neutrinoproductlon of the
(be)-system versus E y , which are calculated according to (20), are
shown on Pig. 15. The dashed regions are Intermediate values
between the variants In (18) and (19).
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Neutrtnoproductlon of (bc)-ayatem In parton model
In the framework of parton model (bc)-system may be produced as
a result of interaction with gluons (Fig.14). This process is
considered In r e f . / 2 5 / , where the expression for the crss-section
of the process Zg-»Z'Q1Q2 Is given.
The cross-section of the process vN-»u.bcX Is shown on Fig. 15. In
calculation we supposed т„=1.25 GeV, ^=4.5 GeV and а„=0.2. Uncertainty in these parameters and account of radiative corrections,
may change the estimate by a factor of two.
In order to calculate the cross-section of (be) bound state
production it Is necessary to consider the diagrams of the type
given on Fig. 16 with gluon emission. This emission allowed the
(be)-system to be singlet In colour. The calculatln of
pseudoscalar В -meson production cross-section according to the
diagram of Fig. 16 was carried out i n / 1 0 / .
The obtained estimates must be considered as the minimal
values of the cross-sections for (bc)-system production. The upper
limit may be obtained in the following way.
In the lower order of the perturbation theory over a the
system (be) is produced In the colour state (see Fig.14). On
emitting gluons, the (be) system may transform into a singlet
state with the Invariant mass less than that of B- and D-mesons.
Then the relevant cross-section may be equated to that of the
production of all possible resonances In the (be). Figure 15 shows
the behaviour of the cross-section versus E^ 4 / . Note that the
cross-section for the production of Bc-mesons corresponds to
10 -б4-5 Qi t h e t o t a l cross-section of vN-interactIons, o(vN-»BcX) =
= 1 0 ~ 4 3 + ~ 4 2 с т 2 , which la next to beyond the experimental
feasibilities (1+10 Вс-теэоп/уеаг) for the statistics of
10 6 events.

6. DISCUSSIONS
We have considered the properties and mechanisms of the
В -meson production, I.e., the lightest representatives of the
onium family, composed of quarks of different flavours. The system
of b- and c-quarks may produce a large number, comparable with
J/(|b or T-families, of narrow bound states. We consider the
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Pig. 16. Diagrame describing Ъ- and o-quark produotion in reaction
vN-»SoX in parton model.
calculations
(which take into account
the relativistic
corrections) of the mass spectrum as well as widths of transition
between various В -mesons. We compare the predictions of various
potentials (in particular, potential'
, Independent of quark
type). Since the Bc-family, as viewed from the potential approach,
holds the "intermediate" position between the «1/<|ь and T-families,
the ассгг-асу of predicting the properties of B c 's is the same as
that of J/ф- and T-particles. With different potentials / 2 ~ 5 / applied this leads to close values of the Bc-meson masses. The difference in the predictions must be essential for the states lying
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somewhat higher than the threshold of decay Into B- and D-mesona.
This means that the study of the properties of Bc-n:esons is a very
good tool to verify the applicability of the potential models for
the description of heavy quarkonia (Q,Ct)
The weak decays of В -mesons have also been considered., RemalС

ning within the frames of the spectator model, one may calculate
the partial width of different channels of weak В decays. The
presence of annihilation mechanism leads to noticeable probabilities of decays B - D * and -»DK (~ЗЖ) and В -*xv U 1 % ) . The measurement of the width of the latter decay Is particularly interesting
because it allows one to determine the quantity f_. calculated In
B

the potential model directly. 3

c

is shown to decay into J/фХ with
О

a high probability (<%15%). This decay may serve as a trigger in
the search for В -mesom.
С

The mechanisms of Bc-meaons production in different
interactions (e+e~, hh and vN) have been considered. Search for
В -mesons in the Z°-boson peak (where one may expected up to 500
В -mesons for 1 0 6 Z°)
seems the most realistic. Having an
accessible number of events of neutrino-nucleon interactions
(106/year), one may expect Just few events of Bc-meson production
(<1O). The largest number of events must be expected In
hadron-nalron collisions, (for example, a(BJ/o(bb)~iCT 3 ). The
differential spectra of Bc-meson production in pp-colllsions as
well as spectra of J/iJbparticles produced from В decays at large
transverse momenta have also been calculated. Detection of
J/4>-particles with a large p t in the b-quark Jet and also the
presence of a hard 7-quantum and of the weak decay vertex may be
the most reliable indication to the production of B\
One may therefore conclude that the search for and study of the
new family of mesons B c (be or 6c) seems to be very interesting
and important high energy physics problem.
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